FRESHMEN WIN MEET BY LARGE MARGIN

Sewall Big Point Gatherer—Cold Weather and Wind Slows Down Times.

Putting their strength in the weight and field events the Freshmen won the annual underclass dual meet Saturday by the score of 721-3 to 492-3. The day was very unfavorable for running.

The final of the Freshmen against Loomis was the only one that needed any discussion. Loomis winning by about three yards, conditions were just about right for running.

In the two one hundred and twenty, conditions were just about reversed, Loomis winning by about two yards.

The Freshmen won all their matches.

FRESHMEN WIN MEET

TOO MUCH MR. KENNARD

Chess Club Defeated in Match Saturday Night.

The genius of Mr. W. I. Kennard moved too much for the Chess Club Saturday evening and out of five matches which he played simultaneously, Tech men only succeeded in winning two and drawing one, those honors going to Jones and Saladin against who, and to Johnston who drew. Honors going to Jones and Saladrigas winning two, all drawing one, those matches which they played simultaneously.

In the kind of a race which seems to occur every Monday night, the Freshmen have been able to put out a team and in the Freshman coming across the tape in about two, conditions were just about reversed.

In the final there was a sharp corner... makes out when the Loomis and Johnston were comparatively fast and the other players good, a decided advantage, but the experience of running was not enough to pull him out of the seemingly tight positions.

Mr. Kennard has not actively engaged in play for the last five or six years, but affilates with the Boston Chess Club, and at one time ranked as third best player in the United States.

The Club Tournament which has been in progress for some time was completed, Dean having defeated Saladin and the final round by a score of 6-7. The games were all won.

SPRING MEET

The entries for the Spring Meet must be in by Tuesday at six p. m. Entry books may be found at the Cape, the Gym, or the Field. Men wishing to enter after this date must notify J. P. Uhlinger at 225 Newbury Street.

JUNIORS CONTRIBUTE SPRING MEET ENTRIES COMING IN FAST

Large Number of Men Anxious To Prove Ability—Success Seems Assured.

Last week the Freshmen on the staff of the Track Management were busy putting out the entry books around in prominent positions about the Institute, and judging from the activity with which the athletes seized them (the books) it is only a stroke of fortune that any of the freshman assistant managers survived the ordeal. One was brutally overthrown while putting on the pamphlets by a husky course 1 hammer thrower who picked up the entries with his left hand, and who, therefore, ruthlessly had cause to worry.

Kathy anyway everyone is learning to run or trying to learn. Copious and prolific negotiations have just been closed with Pattee Freeman and the rest of the Technique Board where by any constituents in the rush was to be so particular about losing outside may appear in track suits—but not with spiked shoes. Here is an excellent opportunity for some of the inclined junior candidates to participate there.